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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

The city of Post, Texas has a unique and colorful 

history which could be preserved for future generations 

by restoring and reprogramming the old Post Sanitarium 

building into a historical and cultural center. This 

center would house a museum to be primarily concerned 

with the history of Post and would include areas for 

various cultural activities. The problem of this 

thesis is to design this center. By reprogramming this 

registered historical landmark (see Appendix B), a 

viable utilization of this community building would be 

made possible. 

Need for the Study 

The need for this study is twofold: (1) The old 

Post Sanitarium which stands in the city of Post is a 

registered historical landmark, but it has fallen into 

a state of decay and needs to be restored and preserved. 

(2) There is the need in this community for a cultural 

center, one which would house a museum but with space 

provided for cultural activities such as music recitals, 



lectures, and art shows. It is primarily from these 

two needs of the community that this thesis was de

veloped. 

An indifference to the preservation of historical 

landmarks and artifacts has been manifest throughout 

civilized world history. The background of historical 

events, or even the events themselves are sometimes 

lost to posterity due to the lack of far-sightedness on 

the part of the people responsible for these events. 

There is no way to estimate the vast amounts of valuable 

information which shall never be recovered and appre

ciated because of this neglect. 

In West Texas the history regarding the settlement 

of this area is still very young, and many of the people 

who created its cities and culture are still living. 

This is another reason why it is important to research 

the past events of these people's lives and to record 

accounts of their particular life style for future 

generations. The city of Post is one whose history is 

still less than a hundred years old. With no record of 

their lives, much of the history of West Texas will be 

lost. 

Post, along with several other cities in the West 

Texas area, has within it many old buildings of historical 

significance of which the old Post Sanitarium is one. 



At one time, this sanitarium was one of the finest medi

cal facilities in this part of the country, but after 

many years of abandonment and neglect, it has deterio

rated. Vandalism has also taken its toll on the building. 

The Garza County Historical Survey Committee has 

turned part of the building into a museum, but because 

of lack of funds, it has no regular hours; consequently 

it is inadequate as a major historical and/or educa

tional experience. Yet, there is a significant need 

for a facility of this kind to be properly established 

so that the artifacts and historical aspects of this 

unique city may be preserved. 

The cultural needs of this community are also im

portant. At present, there is no specific place for 

conducting such activities as guest lectures, art exhib

its, and small music recitals although these activities 

are frequently given by local civic and music groups. 

Various religious buildings have been utilized for these 

activities, but this has not proven to be satisfactory 

and has limited the activities considerably. A proper 

facility in this small community would provide the impe

tus for greater community involvement in the various 

cultural events. 

The need for a historical center, housing a museum, 

is equally great and the center as proposed in this thesis 



would be one which would house and display an existing 

collection of artifacts and would provide space for the 

gathering, evaluating, and processing of new artifacts. 

In the early years of the city, the sanitarium, 

with its modern medical facilities, was a great asset. 

Reprogrammed, it would be again by providing a histori

cal and cultural center for the community. This is not 

to say that it would bring more new citizens to the 

community, but would promote tourism, at present an 

untapped resource. 

The reprogramming also would serve to raise the 

civic awareness of the community concerning its own 

history. In doing this, a new sense of pride and self-

worth might well be established by exemplifying the 

historical value of a small town and its significant 

contribution to the posterity of the West Texas area. 

It would have a definite educational impact in providing 

a permanent record for the future through proper re

search and evaluation concerning the life style of those 

pioneers of Post. Considering the culture of the area 

as well, the reprogramming could cause a significant up

surge in the arts by providing space for such activities. 

Definition of Terms 

There are two terms which need to be defined for 

this research to be clearly understood. 



Reprogramming - means the taking of a space and 

remolding it into something more useful, e.g., the re

modeling of a store to serve the public better. The 

reprogramming of the sanitarium building is the remodel

ing of the space to more adequately fit the needs of 

the community of Post. 

Sanitarium - The Post Sanitarium never functioned 

as a sanitarium, i.e., housing the mentally ill or pa

tients who suffered from such diseases as tuberculosis. 

At the time the building was built it was just a fashion

able way of referring to a hospital. In this thesis 

the word "sanitarium" is used to refer to this particu

lar building. 

Methods and Procedures for the Study 

When this project was originally conceived, the 

Garza County Historical Survey Committee, the people 

in charge of the sanitarium, were contacted by this 

writer at their monthly meeting in January of 1977. The 

feasibility of the reprogramming project was discussed. 

Following a lengthy discussion of the problems and 

responsibilities entailed, the committee unanimously 

recommended that the project proceed. 

The people who were the key sources of information 

for the study were contacted and interviewed on the past 

history of the sanitarium. The questions asked during 



the interviews were developed from discussions with 

faculty advisors of Texas Tech University. The tapes 

of these recorded interviews were transcribed by a typist 

for further reference. Information obtained in the 

interviews was then cross-referenced with county and 

state records found at the Garza County Courthouse and 

the Garza County Abstract and Title Company. 

Books, such as Post City, Texas by Eaves and 

Hutchinson and C. W. Post, the Hour and The Man by 

Nettie Majors, were also utilized in this research and 

were cross-referenced with original documents on file 

in the Garza County Courthouse and Garza County Abstract 

and Title Company. 

A letter was written by the president of the liarza 

Historical Survey Committee to the director of graduate 

studies in the Department of Art, testifying to tlic 

validity of the project and the positive prospects for 

its construction. 

The building was then closely inspected by a team of 

two senior architecture majors from Texas Tech University, 

Frank Pierce and Neil Vincent, to: (1) evaluate the 

structure of the sanitarium building and (2) check the 

authenticity of the information given in the interview 

by the builder. 

Newspapers and articles were gathered from scrap-

books which had been kept by citizens of Post concerning 



various events in the history of their city. Informa

tion was also compiled from the microfilm records found 

in the Southwest Collection of Texas Tech University. 

Finally, discussions with civic, cultural and finan

cial leaders of the community aided in the planning of 

the project in terms of ascertaining possible future 

consequences of the project and in arriving at final 

solutions. 

Sources of Data 

The majority of the information for this research 

was gathered from primary sources through personal inter

views with two people who were directly involved in the 

history of the sanitarium: 

1. Mr. George Samson--builder of the old Post 

Sanitarium building. 

2. Dr. A. C. Surman--not only worked in the facility 

but also lived there. 

Other primary sources used were newspaper articles from 

that period and old county records that documented the 

history of the sanitarium. 

Secondary sources of information were books written 

about Post and pamphlets on the subject published by the 

State of Texas. This information was supplemented by 

discussions with various civic leaders, local artists 
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and music teachers and with members of the Garza County 

Historical Survey Committee. From all of these related 

sources, data for this thesis were collected. 

Data Gathering Instruments 

The instruments utilized for gathering the data were 

a cassette recorder used in the interviews and a camera 

to photograph the existing space of the sanitarium. A 

set of detailed architectural drawings was compiled by 

the researcher for gathering information about the 

interior of the building. Reprints of original photo

graphs, newspaper clippings, and abstracts from the Court 

of Records for Garza County were also gathered and 

utilized. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

History of Post, Texas 

In the year 1905, Charles Wilson Post, millionaire 

cereal producer, decided to fulfill his life long dream. 

The dream was to create a community of such quality that 

it would enable families to acquire homes with low down 

payments and low monthly payments and make it possible 

for the bread-winner to provide for his own support and 

2 
livelihood. The western part of the state of Texas, in 

these early years of the 1900's afforded prime opportuni 

ties for colonization because of its endless space and 

its abundant land for ranching and farming. 

Mr. Post had been involved with residential develop

ment in both Battle Creek, Michigan, the home of his 

cereal enterprises, and Fort Worth, Texas, the home of 

his parents. Through his connections in Fort Worth 

he secured the expertise of Tom Stevens, a known 

•̂ Nettie Leitch Major, C. W. Post - The Man and the 
Hour (The Press of Judd and Detweiler, Inc., Washington, 
D.C., 1965), p. 124. QJ ^y^^ f ^'7^ ^Vi 

^Ibid. 

June Rayfield Welch, Going Great in the Lone Star 
State, (Gal Press, Dallas, Texas, 1976) p. 132. 

r ?' 
•, V 11/<^ 
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authority on ranch lands, especially in the West Texas 
4 

area. 

On the advice of Tom Stevens, C. W. Post purchased 

the following land on June 5, 1906: the 112,000 acre 

Curry Comb Ranch, the 47,000 acre John Slaughter Ranch, 

the 24,000 acre F. G. Oxshear Ranch, and other tracts of 

land totaling 225,000 acres.^ In all, his purchases 

covered 335 square miles at a total cost of $588,640 

(an average cost of $3.50 an acre).^ It was on this 

land that Mr. Post was to fulfill his dream. 

C. W. Post began building the city of Post in 1907. 

The first site had to be abandoned as it was not located 

within five miles of the center of the county, a situa

tion which precluded its becoming the county seat. 

Thus, a new site, the present site of Post City, was 

selected and work began again on Mr. Post's dream. 

On June 5, 1907, the county was chartered by the 

State of Texas; it was named Garza County after an early 

pioneer family. Regulations of the State of Texas 

Te 
Te 

Charles Eaves and C. A. Hutchinson, Post City, "X \y /f r --
xas (State of Texas Historical Association, Austin,' / , /J^^ 
xas, 1952) , p. 21. ' ^ 

5 ^ 2 
Welch, Going Great in the Lone Star State, p. 132. 

Garza County Abstract Office Bill of Sales, volume 
9, p. 32. 

7 
Welch, Going Great in the Lone Star State, p. 132. 
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required sixty-five "yes" votes from the population of 

the county in order to obtain the charter and when all 

the votes were in there were seventy-five "yes" votes 

counted. It was rumored that even a few horses and 

several deceased persons voted in favor of the charter. 

In this election, two cowboys from one of the local 

ranches were elected the first officials of Garza County. 

They were: J. M. Boren, County Judge, and 0. B. Kelly, 

Sheriff. 

The Post City project was incorporated as the Double 

.U Company in March, 1907 with its headquarters in Battle 
Q 

Creek, Michigan under the management of H. C. Halk. 

This project included not only the city but also the farm 

lands. When the newspapers got the story of the low-

cost model community, Halk's mail was flooded with appli

cations and inquiries. 

.By the end of 1907, a^seething tent town was set up. 

Homes with a starting price of $1,500 were built and 

could be bought with a down payment of $250 and with no 

interest. A machine shop, stone quarry, hotel, school. 
Q 

Jim Cornish, Wagon Wheels, A History of Garza County 
(Pioneer Book Publishers, Inc. Scagraves, Texas 1973), p^ 4 

9 
Major, C. W. Post - The Man and the Hour, p. 127. 

Eaves and Hutchinson, Post City, Texas, p. 53 
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churches, and one department store were also constructed. 

Since no buyer promptly appeared to purchase the depart

ment store, Mr. Post managed it himself until the right 

man came along. 

Farms also were established in eighty and 160 acre 

plots each. Each farm had a four-room house, barn, well, 

1 7 
windmill, fences and other improvements. 

In originally developing these farms, Mr. Post placed 

the houses in the corners of each plot of land on the 

cross roads, thus, four farm houses were together. He 

thought this would create a very friendly neighborhood 

atmosphere, but the friendly neighbors did nothing but 

complain about everything--the dogs, fighting children, 

and even the chickens getting mixed up. This experi

ment proved to bring nothing but problems so Mr. Post 

had all of the houses moved to the centers of the plots 

of land at no expense to the owners. After that, all 

seemed to be well again. 

By 1908 over fifty houses had been built and a choice 

of four floor plans now were available. A house was re

ported to take only eleven days to build. Streets were 

^^Major, C. W. Post - The Man and the Hour, p. 127. 

12 
Welch, Going Great in the Lone Star State, p. 132. 

13 
Major, C. W. Post - The Man and the Hour, p. 127 
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laid out systematically and trees were planted. In 

that same year, the payroll of the Double U Company had 

risen from 129 to 460 people.-̂ "̂  

Even with over fifty houses, Post City remained a 

collection of tents because of the fast growth of the 

Double U Company.^^ In July of 1908 the Algerita Hotel 

was opened and proved to be a very important asset for 

the city. The thirty-room hotel had all indoor plumb

ing and carpeting which were quite rare for West Texas 

hotels at this time. It was considered to be one of 

the finest accommodations in this area. In the hotel 

restaurant, Postum (a C. W. Post coffee substitute) was 

served with every meal and Post Grape Nut Flakes were 

to be on every menu. 

Mr. Post not only had an eye for beauty but also 

for detail. Inside the city limits all buildings within 

400 feet of a sewer line had to tie into it and indoor 

17 
plumbing was required. Waste water had to be dumped 

into pits. Post wrote, "I don't even want a basin of 

14 
Cornish, Wagon Wheels, A History of Garza County, 

p. 4. 

Welch, Going Great in the Lone Star State, p. 152 

Ibid., p. 134. 

^^Ibid., p. 132. 
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hand water thrown on the ground."^^ Violators were to 

be ejected from the town. 

In 1908 Mr. Post also built a concrete reservoir 

on the caprock's rim, 300 feet above the town. The res

ervoir was supplied from a field of water wells on the 

plains just above the caprock's rim."̂ ^ 

Postex Cotton Mills, built by Mr. Post at a cost of 

$650,000 was completed in April of 1911.^° The mill was 

designed to have ten thousand spindles and four hundred 

eighty broad looms. This was the first plant in the na

tion to receive its cotton directly from the fields 

while turning out sheets and pillow cases which bore the 

21 
trade name of "Garza." This same Postex Mill is still 

in operation under the ownership of Burlington Industries 

During the three year span of 1910 - 1912, Mr. Post 

missed opening the West Texas area to oil development 

22 
by only three hundred feet. He spent $20,000 during 

this time in unsuccessful explorations. He stopped his 

drill-bit only three hundred feet short of where oil was 

^^Ibid. 

19 
Eaves and Hutchinson, Post City, Texas, p. 78. 

20 
Cornish, Wagon Wheels, A History of Garza County, 

p. 8. 
21 
•̂ Ibid. 

22 
^Ibid. 
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discovered two decades later. Today, in Garza County 

there are over 1600 producing oil wells.^^ 

During this same three-year span. Post City acquired 

^a railroad stop from the Santa Fe Railroad Company.^^ 

The tracks had to be laid down the steep caprock from 

Lubbock, Texas some thirty-nine miles away. Since 

there was no place to turn around, the train had to 

travel in reverse from Lubbock so that it would be going 

forward in the return trip up the caprock. Along with 

the railroad came Dr. A. R. Ponton, a former employee 

of the Santa Fe Railroad Company. With the help of 

C. W. Post, Dr. Ponton opened the first hospital, the 

25 Post Sanitarium. 

From the very beginning the meager rainfall was 

a problem to the farmers and ranchers. Mr. Post, being 

a student of history, had observed from writings of 

famous battles that cannon fire seemed to bring rain and 

it was based on this theory that Mr. Post began one of 

his most ambitious experiments. Instead of cannon fire, 

dynamite blasts were substituted, setting off a series 

of explosions along the edge of the caprock. After the 

23 
^-^Ibid. 

24 
Major, C. W. Post - The Man and the Hour, p. 132. 

25 
^Ibid. 
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first attempt. Post City got a hail storm and Tahoka, 

Texas (a town twenty-four miles away) received the 

rain. He believed that the secret was in the timing 

of the blast and he failed to produce rain only six times 

out of his thirteen rain battles. The experiments 

stopped in 1914 after C. W. Post's death.^^ His rain 

battles had cost over $50,000.^^ When the United States 

entered World War I, 24,000 pounds of dynamite remained. 

The citizens feared that the Kaiser might send an enemy 

agent to destroy Post, so in April 1917, the entire 

supply was destroyed. 

In May of 1914 while on a trip to California, C. W. 

Post became ill and was in need of an emergency appendec-

30 
tomy. Mr. Post agreed to the operation, even though 

he was a Christian Scientist. The operation proved to 

be medically successful but he became very despondent 

because he believed that the medical treatment was a 

violation of his religious principles. In this state of 

7 f\ 
Welch, Going Great in the Lone Star State, p. 134. 

27 
Ibid., p. 136. 

^^Ibid., p. 134. 

29 
Ibid., p. 136. 

30 
Major, C. W. Post - The Man and the Hour, p. 132. 
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depression, Mr. Post took his own life in Santa Barbara, 

California and was buried in Battle Creek, Michigan.^^ 

Mr. Post never saw all of his dreams and aspirations 

realized, but his colonization project did in time become 

a reality. Post, with its unique background, has a popu-

lation of over four thousand people today. The plan

ning of Post, the character of its buildings, the laying 

out of its streets and even the character of its govern

ment, were all the result of the work of one man, C. W. 

Post. In this respect the town is most unusual in com

parison to other communities. 

The restoration of the old Post Sanitarium building, 

the basis for this study, would be befitting to the 

history of this extraordinary community. 

31 
Cornish, Wagon Wheels, A History of Garza County, 

p. 9. 
32 
•̂ "̂ Ibid. 



CHAPTER III 

THE HISTORY OF THE POST SANITARIUM 

The Conception of the Sanitarium 

The history of the Post Sanitarium began in the 

year 1911 when C. W. Post, the town's founder, and 

Dr. A. R. Ponton, the doctor for the Double U Ranching 

Headquarters, began to plan a sanitarium to provide 

for the medical needs of the town and the surrounding 
1 

community. Later that year, Mr. Post returned to 

Battle Creek, Michigan, where his team of engineers 

drew plans for the building, 

Mr. Post had one criterion for everything he did: 

it had to be constructed of the finest materials in order 
2 

to last for years to come. This was the case with the 

sanitarium. The Post engineers planned a two-storied 

structure which would be equipped according to Dr. 

Ponton's specifications and Mr. Post's suggestions. 

The Construction 

Mr. Post commissioned George "Scotty" Samson and 

James Napier to do the stone work on the building, and 

Charles Dudley Eaves and C. A. Hutchinson, Post City, 
Texas (Texas Historical Society, Chicago, Illinois! The 
Lake Side Press, 1952), p. 102. 

^Ibid. 

18 
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John Lawson to manage the carpentry work. Each of the 

builders and masons would be paid fifty cents an hour 

for their work. The building's construction began in 

1911.4 

The two-storied building is one of Eclectic^ style 

with four large Roman Doric columns in front and a second 

story balcony over the entrance. Although it is basically 

colonial, there are influences from other architectural 

periods. The cross timbering in the eaves of the roof 
•7 

in the Tudor style is merely decorative. There is some 

regional influence seen in the roof line. The roof over

hangs the walls at a longer than normal distance so as 

to shade the walls from the sun and deflect heavy rain. 

These long roof overhangs provide a much cooler building 

during the summer months (see Plates 1 and 2). 

The exterior walls of the building are of native 

stone quarried by the Samson-Napier team of masonry 

George Samson, interview held on the building of 
the Post Sanitarium, June, 1977. 

"̂ Ibid. 

^Norma Skurka, The New York Times Book of Interior 
Design and Decoration, p. 310. 

Sherrill Whiten, Interior Design and Decoration, 
Fourth Edition, p. 23. 

7 
Frank Lloyd Wright, Architecture Man in Possession 

of his Earth, p. 93. 
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Plate l--Original Exterior Front View 
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Plate 2--0rit;inal Exterior South Side View 
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workers, about three miles south of Post. Large slabs 

of the stone were dragged by mule team to the site and 

then cut by hand. The tools used to cut the stone were 

simple chisels and mallets (now part of the collec

tion of the historical artifacts gathered by the Garza 

County Historical Survey Committee). Both Mr. Samson and 

Mr. Napier had been trained to use these tools in their 

homeland of Scotland. 

The stone was set in place by hand with the aid of 

scaffoldings and pulleys. The mortar mixture used was: 

three buckets of creek sand to one bucket of lime. 

The four columns across the front, which function as 

structural supports, are made of cast cement. The windows 

are single pane and double hung. 

Apart from the stone, which was native, and the 

windows, which were shipped from Michigan directly to 

Post, all of the other building materials were shipped 

to Big Spring, Texas by train, then brought to Post by 

mule team. 

Original Interior Plan 

The interior of the building consists of central 

hallways which run the length of the building on both 

8 
Samson, interview. 
9 
^Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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the ground and second floors (see Illustration I). The 

doors to each of the rooms open onto these halls allow

ing for the circulation of air during the warmer months. 

All of the doors have transoms for added ventilation. 

In the center of the building is located the stair

well which spans the thirteen feet between the two floors. 

There are twenty-five steps and no landing. 

During the building's use as a sanitarium, the floor 

plan was as shown in Illustration I. The offices and 

living quarters for doctors and the dining room and 

kitchen were on the ground floor. An X-ray room was 

located behind the stairwell on that same floor. The 

surgical and laboratory facilities were located on the 

second floor at the front of the building. Two wards, 

one for men and one for women (see Plate 5) , along with 

a nurses' station also were located on the second floor. 

The eight private rooms located on both floors (see 

12 Plate 6) all had private bathrooms. 

Mechanical and Technical Facilities 

Steam was used to heat the building; a large boiler 

located in the basement was fired by coal. Electric power 

Dr. A. C. Surman, interview held on the facilities 
and functions. Post Sanitarium, June 1977. 

Ibid. 
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Plate 5--Doctor's Office 

Plate 4--Dining Room 
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Plate 5--Patient hard 

Plate 6--Private Ro cm 
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was supplied by the Postex Cotton Mill to provide the 

interior lighting as the cotton mill had the only elec

trical power plant in town at the time the sanitarium 

13 
was built. The light fixtures were made of brass with 

frosted glass shades (see Plate 7 for example). 

The technical facilities for the sanitarium were 

excellent. The building not only had a fine surgical 

facility on the second floor, but also had equipment 

for steam sterilization, a complete laboratory, and 

X-ray equipment complete with a darkroom for develop

ment of the film (see Plates 7 - 10). Both the steam 

sterilization and the X-ray equipment were the first of 

14 their types in the West Texas area. 

In the kitchen there is a dumbwaiter system so that 

the food could be moved upstairs. The dumbwaiter opens 

on the second floor at the nurses' station where patients' 

charts and records were kept. 

Original Interior Finishes 

The floors of the interior are of hardwood except 

in the operating room where a layer of ceramic tile was 

added for easy cleaning and in the kitchen where linoleum 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 
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Plate 7--0perating Room 

Plate 8--Sterilization Equipment 
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Plate 9--Laboratory 

Plate 10--X-Ray Equipment 



was used for the same reason. The walls throughout 

the building were of painted plaster with stained wood

work matching the hardwood floors. The exception to this 

was in the operating room, sterilization room, labora

tory, and kitchen where the woodwork was painted with 

an oil base enamel. The walls and the woodwork remain 

much the same today except that all of the woodwork has 

now been painted. 

The Functioning Sanitarium 

After one year of construction the sanitarium 

opened in 1912 with the staff consisting of Dr. Ponton, 

two graduate nurses, six student nurses, a janitor, a 

handyman, and two cooks. The student nurses came from 

the nursing academy also established in Post in 1912 

by Dr. Ponton. They took their training in the Post 

_ .̂  . 16 Sanitarium. 

The staff of the Post Sanitarium was joined in 1913 

by Dr. A. C. Surman and in 1914 by Dr. D. C. Williams. 

Both doctors came to Post after their graduation from the 

University of Texas School of Medicine, Galveston, Texas. 

The fame of the fine medical staff along with the excel

lent facilities spread quickly, and soon patients were 

16 Ibid. 
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coming from all over the West Texas area, even some from 

as far away as eastern New Mexico. "̂^ 

All of the forms of surgery which were common in the 

early Twentieth Century were performed by the staff of 

the Post Sanitarium. There were never more than fifteen 

patients at any one time and these were always kept on 

18 the second floor. 

The food for the patients and staff was prepared by 

two cooks, a man and his wife, "who were the most reliable 

of any of the help" according to Dr. Surman. The menu 

consisted of fresh vegetables from C. W. Post's experi

mental gardens and fresh meat from the ranches in the 

area. The menu also was known for having a lot of wild 

19 game as the doctors on the staff enjoyed hunting. 

The maids and the janitors were never very reliable 

according do Dr. Surman, as "the janitor was scared of 

blood. They all were of a superstitious type. They 

never wanted to clean up after sick people; therefore, 

20 
they would leave on a moment's notice." Because of 

this, the wives of the doctors had to assist many times in 

the everyday chores. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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A patient was expected to pay a minimum of $5 a 

day for care, but this did not even begin to cover the 

21 „, 
cost. The overall costs for operating the sanitarium 

were always expensive. In the early years, before Dr. 

Surman and Dr. Williams came to Post, Dr. Ponton tried 

an experiment in socialized medicine--where every mem

ber of the community would pay an undetermined amount 

each month for health care. This experiment ended 

at the furor of C. W. Post, who was a great capitalist; 

therefore, the sanitarium subsequently was subsidized 

23 
by Mr. Post. 

In spite of the high cost, the sanitarium func

tioned well until World War I when all of the doctors 

enlisted in the Army. (Dr. Ponton had previously 

moved to Lubbock, Texas.) During the War years there were 

several attempts made to keep the sanitarium open as a 

hospital, but they all failed. So the medical facility 

was closed, although no official date is recorded. 

Recent History of the Sanitarium 

The building remained closed until January 28, 1927 

when it was purchased from the Post estate for $12,500 

21 

22 

23 

Ibid. 

Eaves and Hutchinson, Post City, Texas, p. 146. 

Ibid. 
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24 
by Mrs. M. A. Baumgardner for use as a boarding house. 

In turn, J. M. Mason purchased the building in 1929 for 

' 5 
an undisclosed amount to be used for the same purpose." 

Under Mason's ownership it remained as a boarding house 

until 1956 when it was closed again and remained vacant 

for several years. 

In 1964, the building was recognized as a Texas 

Historical Landmark as a result of the efforts of 

the Garza County Historical Survey Committee and on 

October 19, 1966 it was deeded by the Mason estate to 

26 Garza County for use as a historical museum." 

Most recently, the sanitarium has been named to the 

National Record of Historical Buildings, again due to 

the efforts of the aforementioned committee. 

Today the sanitarium stands much as it did origin

ally. The exterior remains today almost as it was when 

it was constructed (see Plates 11 and 12), but a few 

interior walls have been removed and carpeting added to 

the first floor where work has been started on a museum 

(see Plate 13) . 

^^Garza County Abstract Office Bill of Sales, 
volume 31, p. 232, year 1927. 

25 
Garza County Abstract Office Bill of Sales, 

volume 15, p. 272, year 1929. 
7 ft 

Garza County Abstract Office Title Transfer, 
volume 98, p. 566, year 1966. 
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Plate ll--Present Exterior Front View 

Plate 12--Present Exterior South Side 
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Plate 15--Ground Floor Museum Area 
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The second floor is in great need of work because of its 

many years of being left vacant (see Plates 14 and 15). 

With a building in this condition and in need of restora

tion, the process of reprogramming begins. 

n 
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Plate 15--Second Floor Dumbwaiter 



CHAPTER IV 

THE REPROGRAMMING OF THE POST SANITARIUM 

Before any reprogramming of the Post Sanitarium 

building could begin, it was necessary to locate its 

major areas of structural support for the interior of 

both floors (the ground and the second) and the roof. 

An investigation of the sanitarium building pro

vided through the expertise of two architectural stu

dents determined that the support of the structure 

lies in the series of closets which run parallel with 

the two middle columns on the front of the building. 

The closets form a hollow core of support for the second 

floor and the roof (see Illustration I). The closets, 

therefore, form an irregular pattern of support columns. 

It was then speculated by the architectural students that 

in designing the original building, the floor plan was 

developed before the means of support were designed. 

Consequently, the irregular placement of support was 

useful for an interior arrangement relative to the origi

nal purpose of the building, but this situation posed a 

significant design problem in reprogramming the structure 

for a museum and cultural center. 

37 
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In approaching this design problem, the first step 

is to remove all non-load-bearing interior walls of the 

structure--leaving only the load-bearing closets for 

structural support and the wall which is adjacent to 

the original stairwell on both floors. This will provide 

for a central utility core, consisting of restrooms, 

a mechanical room (air-conditioning and heating elements), 

the stairwell, and an elevator (for convenience as well 

as for the handicapped). This core will be in the space 

resulting from the removal of non-load-bearing walls. 

The central core concept will be repeated on the second 

floor for both structural and economical factors (see 

Illustration II). 

The central core concept was first developed by 

architect Frank Lloyd Wright in his now famous Prairie 

Houses. Mr. Wright used this concept to keep the ex

terior walls unobstructed to make better use of natural 

light and to create one central core of support. 

Since the old Post Sanitarium is a registered his

toric building, it is imperative that its exterior remain 

in its original state. The utilization of the central 

Sherrill Whiten, Interior Design and Decoration, 
(J. P. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, New York, 
Toronto: 1974 fourth edition), p. 383. 

^Tax Reform Act of 1976, Section 36 of The Code of 
Federal Regulations, part 67. 
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core concept makes this possible with the exception of 

the addition of a fire door on the ground floor and a 

fire escape from the second floor (see Illustration II). 

This was done to comply with today's building code. "̂  

Utilizing the central core concepts leaves not only the 

front and back areas of the building for space planning, 

but also the areas along each side of the core for usable 

space. It is in these areas that the museum, cultural 

activities, and work areas can be developed (see Illus

tration II) . 

The Reprogrammed Interior 

The basic need of this reprogramming is for develop

ing this space into a Historical and Cultural Center. 

Generally speaking, this reprogramming design designates 

the ground floor for historical aspects and the second 

floor for the cultural activities of the community. 

The ground floor as reprogrammed was developed as 

follows: The entry foyer will have a dual purpose, 

serving as a reception area and gift shop. Visitor 

seating will also be provided in this area. A museum 

exhibit area extending around the central core provides a 

long hallway for the display of historical artifacts. The 

National Board of Fire Underwriters, National 
Building Codes Section 602, Number of Exits and Doorways 
(85 John Street, New York, New York), p. 54. 
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museum offices and a storage room are located in the 

rear of the building (see Illustration II). With the 

ground floor designated for the museum and its adminis

tration, the second floor is reprogrammed for the develop 

ment of areas for various civic and cultural activities. 

These areas consist of a reception hall, exhibit hall, 

kitchen, and storage (see Illustration II). 

The above is a brief, overall plan of the repro

gramming for the building; a more specific description 

follows: 

At the ground floor level, the entry foyer is de

signed with a built-in desk for a receptionist and 

storage area in a horseshoe shape design. In the center 

of this area is a counter island to be used for the dis

play of postcards, souvenirs, plates, coins, and other 

gift items. Storage for reserve inventory will be pro

vided in this area also. The visitor seating area con

sists of two built-in sofas and end tables. The space 

is defined further by an area rug placed between the two 

sofas. 

From this area a museum visitor will proceed down 

the hall into the museum exhibit area, an area situated 

around the central core of restrooms, mechanical areas, 

stairwell, and elevator (see Illustration II). The 

shape of this museum area is a long, winding hall which 
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provides display space at each end along the interior 

wall. It is planned for platforms to be erected at each 

end of the area and also along the interior wall for 

displaying three-dimensional historical objects (see 

Illustration III). 

Displays of maps, photographs, and documents will 

be exhibited in the following manner: Artifacts are to 

be placed between two sheets of treated plexiglass to 

prevent harmful ultraviolet rays from striking the surface 
4 

of the artifact. These plexiglass units will then be 

mounted on the wall for public display. To further insure 

the protection of the documents, all of the windows in 

the museum exhibit area are to be treated with plexi

glass. In addition, the windows will have thin metal 

slat blinds for further control of natural light. The 

same type of blinds will be used as window treatments 

throughout the entire building. The blinds will have 

an antique brass finish depicting the period of history 

which is being presented. 

Lighting for the museum exhibit area will be a 

track lighting system, a series of adjustable spot lights 

arranged along an electrical tract attached to the 

4 
N. Stolow, "The Action of Environment on Museum 

Objects," Part II, "Light," in Curator, Volume 9, No. 4 
(1966) , p. 302. 

^Ibid. 
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ceiling (see Illustration IV). This system can be 

connected to a lighting control panel and controlled by 

dimmer switches in order that a variety of dramatic 

effects can be achieved for enhancing the various dis

plays. This same lighting system will also be used in 

the exhibit hall on the second floor and on the display 

wall opposite the visitors seating area on the ground 

floor. 

Located in the rear of the ground floor is the museum 

office and artifact storage area. The office will provide 

an area for the meetings of the County Historical Survey 

Committee which may be conducted around a large confer

ence table. This space will also have a desk and a 

storage area for the museum curator. 

Connecting the ground floor to the second floor is 

a newly designed stairway located in the central core 

area. Because the original stairwell does not con

form to today's building code, this action became neces

sary. The code states: ". . . no stairway with a rise 

of more than eight (8) feet can be built without a mid

point landing." The rise in the sanitarium building 

is thirteen (13) feet between floors; therefore, the 

new stairway was designed to incorporate such a landing. 

National Board of Fire Underwriters, National Build
ing Codes Section 604, 7 Landings (85 John Street, New 
York, New York) , p. 61. 
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In addition, an elevator also is provided for the handi

capped and for convenience (see Illustration II). 

The location of the museum exhibit area on the ground 

floor (as stated earlier) allows for the second floor 

to be devoted entirely to civic and cultural activities. 

By repeating the central core concept on the second floor, 

large spaces will be available in the front and the rear 

of the building for a reception hall and exhibit hall 

(see Illustration II). 

The larger of the two spaces on the second floor 

will be located in the rear. It is here that the 

exhibit hall will be located. This area will utilize 

the larger space for activities such as musical recitals, 

lectures, and art shows and will provide seating arrange

ments for over one hundred twenty people. It will be 

so designed that one corner of the hall may be used as a 

small stage, thus allowing more versatility in the utili

zation of this space. For example, if an art show is 

scheduled, the exhibit hall can easily be transformed 

into a spacious gallery area by the utilization of movable 

wall panels which can be stored when not in use. 

As indicated previously, a track lighting system will 

also be used in the exhibit hall (see Illustration IV). 

This system, similar to the one in the museum exhibit 

area, will be connected to a lighting control panel so 

t 

X 
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that a variety of lighting effects can be achieved in 

this area also. This feature will be necessary because 

of the many different usages to be made of the exhibit 

hall, i.e., as small theatrical productions, music re

citals, lectures, art exhibits, etc. 

A large storage room adjacent to the exhibit hall is 

designed for storage of chairs, tables, movable panels, 

and lighting equipment (see Illustration II). 

At the front of the building on the second floor 

will be the reception hall. This area is designed for 

more informal groups such as small, private gatherings 

and receptions on a smaller, more intimate scale (see 

Illustrations II and III). (Illustration V provides 

more examples of possible arrangements for this area.) 

The location of the reception hall on the front and 

second floor provides for the usage of the balcony on 

the front of the building as an extension of the area 

when more space is needed. 

A large area rug is planned for the reception hall 

which will add additional color to the area and help 
7 

control noise from foot traffic. 

Restrooms for both men and women will be located in 

the central core area on both the ground and the second 

floors. Located next to the restrooms will be the 

7 
Carpet Institute of America Cutting Cost With 

Carpet, 350 Fifth Ave. New York, New York. 
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mechanical rooms which will house air-conditioning and 

heating units for the entire building. Since these two 

areas contain the majority of the plumbing to be in

stalled in the building, they are located in the same 

areas on the two floors to minimize costs of installa

tion and maintenance (see Illustration II). 

The floor covering for the sanitarium building will 

be of a commercial grade, level looped carpeting chosen 

for its easy maintenance and reduction of foot traffic 

8 
o noise in areas such as the museum exhibit area. T 

reduce this element of noise is important because much 

of the museum displays will be read by the visitors. 

The non-carpeted areas are to be the restrooms, mechanical 

rooms, and the kitchen. In these areas a vinyl asbestos 

tile will be used. The reasons for utilizing this type 

of floor covering are based upon its minimal require-
9 

ments for maintenance and upon sanitation requirements. 

The color for both the carpeting and the tile will be 

beige or light brown tweed. This tweed combination is 

chosen because of its practicality; it will not show 

dirt, a strong consideration due to the severe wind and 

dust storms characteristic of the West Texas area. This 

^Ibid. 
9 
Sweet's Catalogue File, volume 8, 1976, Azrock 

Vinyl Asbestos Floor Tile (McGraw Hill, Inc., New York), 
p. 2:). 
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was also a prime factor in the selection of other finish

ing colors, materials, etc. 

Wall treatment for the sanitarium building will be 

as follows: The use of the central core concept will 

allow the original walls which are parallel to the ex

terior of the building to remain as originally constructed 

on both the ground and second floor. It is these origi

nal walls which will receive a decorative wall treat

ment of wood wainscot (see Illustration VI), a treatment 

designed in a manner reminiscent of the works of Charles 

and Henry Greene, famous California architects of the 

early 1900's. This is done to maintain the atmosphere 

of the period in which the sanitarium was built. 

The remainder of the wall treatments throughout the build 

ing will be painted, plaster-covered gypsum board. This 

will be done to differentiate between the original walls 

and the new ones created by the reprogramming. The 

only decorative treatment used on these new walls will 

be a wide baseboard and door trim stained to match the 

wood wainscot (see Illustration VI). The use of this 

wood work will also be in keeping of the work of the 

11 i 

Ester McCoy, Five California Architects (Reinhold 
Publishing Corp., New York, New York, 1960), p. 64. 

Standard for Rehabilitation Tax Reform Act of 
1976, Section 36 of Codes of Federal Regulations, part 67. 
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12 
Greene Brothers. The only exceptions to this treatment 

of new walls will be those used for display in the museum 

exhibit area. These walls will be treated with a carpet

like wall covering (see Illustration VI). This wall 

carpeting will be used in the museum area for acoustical 

13 
purposes and to protect the walls from the predicted 

wear they will receive with the ever-changing displays 

and rearrangement of the artifacts. This particular 

type of wall covering will be economical as well as 

durable. 

The color for the walls throughout the building 

will be a light beige. This color is chosen because of 

its versatility, its easy care, and its compatibility 

with the wood tones. Obviously, the walls, like the 

floors, are subject to West Texas dust. 

Walls of accent colors will be used in the rest-

rooms, museum office and the kitchen. Olive green will 

be used in the museum office and the women's restrooms 

while burnt orange will be the color in the kitchen and 

in the men's restrooms. These two colors were selected 

because they are found in the landscape of the area 

12 
McCoy, Five California Architects, p. 64. 

Arnold Friedmann, John F. Pile, Forest Wilson, 
Interior Design An Introduction to Architectural Interiors 
XAmerican Elsevier, Inc., New York, New York, 1974)^ p. 161 
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surrounding Post. The burnt orange is reminiscent of 

the clay color found in the nearby hills. The olive 

green color was taken from the evergreen juniper trees 

which dot the countryside. 

A third accent color will be introduced in the wall 

covering for the museum exhibit area's display walls. 

The carpet-like wall covering, which covers these walls, 

will be a dark, chocolate brown color. This color is 

selected because it provides a pleasing background for 

the many different artifacts that will be displayed in 

this area and will show them to their best advantage. 

The interior lighting for the building will be 

provided, for the most part, by recessed ceiling spot 

lights. These lights were chosen to streamline the 

appearance of the ceiling by making the ceiling appear as 

tailored as possible. A fresnel lens will be used in all 

of the recessed fixtures to refract the light in a general 

14 
wash in all directions. This is done to create a general 

lighting effect in the public areas. Track lighting 

systems will be used, as has been mentioned, in the mu

seum exhibit area, visitors seating area, and in the 

exhibit hall. A drop ceiling fixture which fits close to 

ceiling will be used in the areas where more intense 

14 
Harvey K. Smith, W. Oren Parker, Scene Design and 

Stage Lighting. Second Edition (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
Inc., New York, New York, 1968), p. 352. 
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general lighting is required e.g., in the restrooms, 

kitchen, storage areas, and the mechanical rooms (see 

Illustration IV). 

Classical contemporary furniture will be used through 

out the interior (see Illustration VII). The classic 

Breuer cantilevered steel tube chair from the designs 

of Marcel Breuer, for example, will be used as conference 

chairs in the museum office. These furnishings were 

chosen for this design quality, the manner in which they 

will blend with the turn-of-the-century wall treatment, 

and for their comfort and versatility. Upholstery for 

the furniture will be in the same accent colors, burnt 

orange and olive green, as were used in the wall treat

ment. Olive green upholstery are to be used in the visi

tors seating area and reception hall; burnt orange uphol

stery will be utilized in the museum office and exhibit 

hall. Furthermore, the chairs, selected for the exhibit 

and reception halls, are to be stackable for easy storage. 

The tables to be used in these areas are designed with 

thin legs enabling them to be folded for easy storage 

also. 

The area rugs found in the visitors seating area 

and the reception hall are of a contemporary geometric 

Whiten, Interior Design and Decoration, p. 383. 
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Illustration VII.--Furniture Selections 
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design (see Illustration VII). This design was chosen 

to bring in more color by making use of the general beige 

tones with accents of burnt orange and olive green. 

In a sense, historical restoration might be com

pared to the effect of a photographic double exposure, 

i.e., through the process of reprogramming the needs 

today are superimposed upon the style and character of an 

earlier period of history. It is in this blending of 

two periods of history, to meet the need for a cultural 

center in Post that this design for reprogramming is 

based. In accomplishing this, not only the cultural 

aspects would be met, but the restoration/preservation of 

a historical landmark would be made possible. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The problem of preserving historical landmarks and 

the recording of events has always existed. The fact 

that time ultimately determines what is of real histori

cal significance sometimes postpones that determination 

to a point where restoration/preservation is impossible. 

Time has determined that the city of Post, Texas has a 

unique history which should be preserved for genera

tions to come. Fortunately, it is not too late to do 

something about it. If the Recommendations concerning 

the reprogramming of the old Post Sanitarium presented in 

this thesis are implemented, the historical building, 

artifacts and documents will be preserved, thereby pro

viding a permanent display dedicated to a particular 

life style that shaped the history of West Texas. 

The reprogramming of the sanitarium, as recommended 

in this thesis, also will provide for various cultural 

needs of the community. The provisions made for both 

the exhibit hall and the reception hall are designed 

specifically for such activities as recitals, art shows, 

lectures, receptions, and private gatherings. A facility 

57 
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such as this is critically needed in this West Texas 

community. 

In looking to the future, the reprogramming of the 

old Post Sanitarium building will provide space, not only 

for these various needs, but also will help to create a 

new sense of pride among its citizens. The exhibit of 

a town's history and concern for preserving its docu

ments will create a keen sense of awareness in the people 

who form this small community. 

Through the reprogramming of the old Post Sanitarium 

building, the needs of this community, cultural and 

historical, will be met; but more importantly, it will 

preserve a major historical landmark for the West Texas 

area. Perhaps the most gratifying result of any restora

tion and reprogramming project, is that it restores life 

to a once important building, making it an integral part 

of the community once again. 
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APPENDIX A: LETTER FROM GARZA COUNTY HISTORICAL 
SURVEY COMMITTEE 

April 1977 

Director of Graduate Studies 
Department of Art 
Texas Tech University 
Lubbock, Texas 

TO V/HOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

V/e, the members of the Garza County Historical Museum Society, 
do grant Don Collier the priviledge and right to use the Old 
Sanatarium Building for the purpose of his masters thesis 
in Interior Design, The restoration and transformation of 
this building from its present state into a historical museum 
and cultural center will be taken under full consideration 
by the museum society. 

As funds are available the eventuality of this project are 
positive. 

It is vxith anticipation that I am looking forward to working 
with Don in accomplishing a preservation of our heritage in 
this project. 

Sincerely, 

/Jack Alexander, President 
'Garza County Historical Museum Society 
Post, Texas 
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APPENDIX B: NATIONAL REGISTRY OF HISTORICAL 
PLACES INVENTORY--NOMINATION FORM 

DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION 

— f X C I l l t N I 

JCGOGO 

—FAIR 

_OtTtRlORAIIO 

_«UINS 

_.UNIXPOSfO 

CHECK ONE 

i^UNAlTIRlO 

—ALIIRIO 

CHECK ONE 

OPICINAL &ll( 

_MOVtO OAfI 

DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL JIF KNOWN! PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Post, the county seat of Garza County, is located in the northwest section 
of Texas some three miles east of the Cap Rock, the rock-like layer which 
underlies the High PKiins region, tl̂ e Llano Estacado. Named for C. W. 
Post, the town's founder and benefactor, the town was designed by Post 
in May, 1907, to be the center of a community of farmers who owned their 
own land and homes. A large number of homes for settlers were quickly 
built in the town and on farms laid out around it. Scottie Samson and 
Jimmy Napier, Scottish stonemasons who had answered Post's advertisement 
for town builders in 1907, constructed most of the cut stone buildings 
with stone quarried at the edge of the Cap Rock. Interested in providing 
medical services for the Post City settlers, C. W. Post contracted 
Samson and Napier to build a hospital in 1913. 

The Post Sanitarium is a two-story stone veneer, rectangular structure 
with basement. A large pedimented gable supported by two story fluted 
concrete columns dominates the main (east) facade. The gallery formed 
on the second floor is somewhat smaller in proportion to the first floor 
gallery and contains a balustrade of wooden cross hatching. The columns 
support a small entablature which forms the base of the gabled pediment. 
The wide overhanging eaves and the exposed framing of the gable are 
reflective of the stick or bungalow styles. The segmental arched, 
central entrance contains a large double door with transom and is flanked 
by two segmental arched windows on each side. On the second level the 
central entrance is a single door with transom flanked by two windows 
on each side identical to the openings on the lower floor. 

On the north and south facades a series of segmental arched openings are 
located along the first floor, while the windows on the second floor are 
cut across the top by the overhanging eaves of the rooflinc. The size 
of the windows on both floors vary in size and do not necessarily corr.^s-
pond vertically as did the openings on the main elevation. From the low 
pitch of the gabled roof, three wide shed dormers project. 

The plan of the building has two wide central halls on each floor witli 
rooms on either side. A stairway wide enough to accommodate a stretcher 
was located about midway down the hall. The sanitarium had a reputation 
as one of the finest and bost-cquipped hospitals in the area. A largo 
coal burning furnace in tlie basement furnished steam heat to each room 
through steam heated radiators. Each private room and the two wards 
contained a private bath. 

(continued) 
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The operating room had a tile floor and sky light and a largo steriliJ'.or 
and scrub room adjoined. In addition, the hospital main'.oined a labora
tory and specimen room as well as an x-ray room and developing room. 
For electric power in this remote West Texas hospital, a private olectric 
light plant was operated and powered by a gasoline engine in connection 
with the sanitarium, until electricity was made available through the 
local cotton mill. For further convenience, patients, trays and supplier, 
were elevated from the lower floor to the upper floor by a hand-propelled 
dumb waiter. 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The Post Sanitarium was one of the earliest hospitals in the Panhandle 
and South Plains region and was exceptionally well-equipped for a small 
Texas settlement only five years old. The sanitarium also represents 
a tangible link with the city's founder, C. W. Post, .ind his conception 
of the model city. Post became interested in health and dietetics while 
a patient in a sanitarium in Battle Creek, Michigan, in the 1890*s, and 
his concern for health influenced the establishment of the Post Sanita
rium in 1912. 

Born in Springfield, Illinois, in 1854, Charles William Post became a 
successful businessman and inventor before he was thirty years old. 
However, in 1885, Post suffered from a severe stomach disorder and nervonr. 
breakdown. He resigned his position as head of the Illinois Agricultural 
workers in August of 1886 and when his health improved, he made his first 
trip to Texas. Seeking opportunities in the western fronLior .ind a 
suitable climate for his health. Post traveled to Fort Worth in September. 
1886, and became associated with a real estate firm. From his many 
hunting trips in the Texas Panhandle, Post began envisioning the develop
ment of western real estate. After two more nervous breakdowns. Post 
moved his family in 1891 to Battle Creek, Michigan, where he could receive 
better medical attention. While a patient in a Battle Creek sanitarium 
in 1891 he was served the various health foods which had been developed 
there and began to study foods and their relationship to health. During 
this period he developed his own theory of dietetics. Impatient to be 
cured, he left the sanitarium to cure himself. 

While he had traveled in Texas, Post met several farmers' wives who had 
been mixing chicory with roasted wheat and other ground grains combined 
into a makeshift coffee. Ho experimented with it trying to find a coffee 
substitute which had much of the same taste but no ill effects upon the 
body. Opening his own Battle Creek sanitarium in 1892, La Vita Inn, he 
continued to experiment with the warm cereal drink and eventually 

(continued) 
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perfected it in 1094 and called his product Postum. Through his own 
successful promotion, the mixture of wheat, bran and molasses, brought 
him his fortune. As Postum had a seasonal demand. Post quickly developed 
a second cereal. Grape Nuts, in 1897 and put it on the market the 
following year. Numerous other trade marked cereals were to follow, 
such as Post Toasties and Post Bran. 

Post was a multi-millionaire by 1906 when he returned to Texas and pur
chased a quarter-million acre tract which stretched along the Cap Rock 
Escarpment. T. P. Stevens, a veteran rancher, assisted him in purchasing 
the West Texas ranchland and W. E. Alexander became the manager for Ins 
colony in January of 1907. Situated near the center of his vast l.lÎ â-, 
Post kept a close watch over his settlement for tho next six ye<-irb. 
Surrounding properties were broken up and fenced into 160 acre trac'.-. •«" 
which he built a five or six room house on each one. Those improvod 
properties were sold at a low interest rate on a long term note to the 
farmer who set'-Ud there. He also founded the hotel, tlie cottoi^ mill, 
the bank, a telephone company, and the sanitarium. He brought tho SunLa 
Fe railroad to Post, tried to establish Texas Tech in the comjnuM)ty, 
became the father of West Texas irrigation, and continued to drill 
unsuccessfully for oil. One of his most spectacular cjxperimonLb was h i < 
persistent attempts to force rain with dynamite during tho West Texas 
droughts. 

Post's interest in health led to the founding of the Post Sanitarium in 
1912, but the hospital also represents the man's personal conflict in 
the field of medicine. When medical treatment did not result in immedi
ate recovery from his physical and mental breakdown in 1890, he joined 
the Church of Cliristian Scientist. He remained a member of this religious 
faith for the duration of his life. Consequently, it is ironic that lio 
was responsible for the first hospital built in Garza County. This 
irony of his personality was also evident in the circumstances connected 
with his death in 1914. In need of an emergency appendectomy, he agreed 
to the operation which proved to be medically successful. However, due 
to his despondency caused by his acceptance of medical treatment which 
violated his religious principles, he committed suicide at his home in 
Santa Barbara, California. 

continued) 
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The Post Sanitarium was built, with hand cut stone from a local (iiiarry at 
the edge of the Cap l̂ ock Escarpment on the edge of the llicjii Plains. Tlu-
white sandstone was ciuarried and shaped by George "Scottie" Samson and 
his assistant Jimmy Napier. Samson and Napier immigrated to M«.w York 
from Scotland in 1905. Although Napier is deceased, Samson continues 
to reside in Post. 

Dr. Arvel Ponton opened the Post Sanitarium in 1913. The hospital had 
the very best of medical facilities. Among numerous other modern facili
ties, it contained an x-ray laboratory, operating and sterilizing rooms, 
elaborate diet kitchen, and a nurse's training program. Tho sanitarium 
originally operated a private electric plant, which was powered by a 
gasoline engine. Each patient had a private bath. Steam hoat was 
provided from a large coal burning furnace in the basement to stoam-
heated radiators in each room. 

The building served as a hospital through the period of World War I. but 
ceased operations in 1920. The Post Estate sold the building in 1928 
and from 1928 to 1953 the structure was used as an apartment house. 
Vacated for 13 years, the building was finally bought in 1966 by Garza 
County and has since been used as a museum. 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW WITH GEORGE SAMSO.N 

June 5, 1977 

Collier - C 

Samson - S 

C - How did it all begin? 

S - It began with Dr. Ponton for he was the one who 

got the place started and it was Jimmy Napier and myself 

who did all of the stone work. Work began in 1911. 

C - Where did you get the stone? 

S - About three miles south of here and it's good 

stone, hard stone. When I came here, C. W. Post put me 

in charge of all the stone work in town, and I got 50<? an 

hour for doing it all in that time. 

C - How was the stone cut? 

S - I did it all by hand with just some simple tools 

and we cut it all. 

What we did then was we cut the stone into large 

slabs then brought it into the site by mules, then cut 

it there. 

C - How many people did you have working with you? 

S - Five or six at the most; I think that's about all 

now. 

C - Who did the design for the building? 

S - Well, as far as I know, it was done up north by 

Mr. Post's team of engineers who did all of the building 
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for us. He would come down every so often with more 

plans for us to build. 

C - Who did the carpentry work? 

S - That was done by John Lawson. Lawson was the 

foreman for that. You know, all of the wood came in by 

train to Big Springs and then was brought up here by 

mule train. 

C - Where did you get your training? 

S - In Scotland where I was raised before I came to 

this country. My father was a stone mason and I got my 

training by working for him. 

You know, when it was built it was really quite an 

operation and it really served us all well, but when 

World War I came along, it was closed. 

C - What did you use to get the stone up there? 

S - Well, we built us scaffolding with crane-type 

pulleys to get the stone up there. While we were working 

on that building we almost had a serious accident while 

working on that building. 

C - Where did you get your mortar? 

S - We made our own out of creek sand and lime. We 

used a combination of three buckets of sand to one of 

lime. 

C - How long did it take you to do that job? 
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S - Oh, I'm not sure--about seven or eight weeks. 

As well as I remember about that long, I guess. 

We did a good job for that building, don't you think 

We did build that building to last and last for you know 

that's how we built buildings back then and they have. 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW WITH DR. A. C. SUR>UN' 

June 5, 1977 

Collier - C 

Surman - S 

C - How many were on the staff at the hospital? 

S - We never had more than three doctors. 

C - Dr. Ponton was the main surgeon, wasn't he? 

S - Yes, he came here in 1911, and then I came on in 

1913. 

C - Didn't you live there at the hospital? 

S - Yes, up until 1917. 

C - What forms of surgery did you do there? 

S - Nearly everything done at that time except brain 

and heart surgery which just wasn't done then. 

C - I was reading that the facility was quite modern 

for its time. 

S - Now, that's the thing we brag on even now. Since 

old man Post was paying for everything, we had the best. 

We had X-ray and steam sterilizers which weren't quite so 

well known then. The facility was steam heated so we had 

steam sterilizers. We also had a complete lab as complete 

as it could have been for its time. 

C - The rooms all had private bathrooms, didn't they? 

S - That's right; every private room had its own pri

vate bathroom. The wards now where we had four beds to 
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one room shared a bath. On the south side was the men's 

ward and on the north was the women's. 

C - Were there any facilities for handling emergen

cies? 

S - They just brought them in and we would just trot 

them upstairs on stretchers if they weren't too heavy for 

me to carry on up. 

C - Is that where the operating room was? 

S - Right up there in the northeast corner; that's 

that room with the tile floor still in it. 

C - How many nurses were there on the staff? 

S - Well, we had a nurses' training there where we 

only had about two or three graduate nurses, then about 

half a dozen students. The nurses academy was started in 

1912 by Dr. Ponton, and were trained there in the sani

tarium. 

C - How was the balcony on the second floor used? 

S - It was never really used very much at all--oh, 

occasionally someone would go out there, but not often. 

C - It was the Post Estate which built the building, 

wasn't it? 

S - That's right. It was never privately owned while 

it was a hospital and when they built the building they 

brought in Dr. Ponton out here from Copperas Cove, Texas. 

C - Were the meals for the patients prepared there? 
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S - It was all prepared there; we had two cooks, a 

man and his wife, and they prepared all the meals there 

and also there in the kitchen we had a dumbwaiter to get 

the food upstairs. 

C - I read that the sanitarium closed because of 

World War I. 

S - Right. You see. Dr. Williams and I went off 

in the War and there wasn't a doctor here for Dr. Ponton 

had moved to Lubbock, so it had to close. 

C - How many paitents did you have at one time? 

S - Oh, we never had over about 15 maybe. 

C - What kind of lighting did you have in the 

building? 

S - We always had electric light there. First, we 

had our electricity from the cotton mill, then we built 

our own small power plant there. Of course, now that's 

all gone, but at the time, the cotton mill had the only 

power plant in town. We got all our electricity free, 

never had to pay. Of course that was Mr. Post's doings. 

C - Why was it called a sanitarium instead of a 

hospital? 

S - Well, in that time people were scared to come to 

a hospital and only went as a last resort. Some people 

get the wrong idea now about what we did because of the 

name. I guess the reason it was called that was because 

it sounded less scary to the people. 
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C - At one time I heard you had patients from all 

over West Texas and New Mexico. 

S - Not many from New Mexico, but a lot from Snyder, 

Brownfield, and the surrounding area around these parts. 

At one time we had, they say, the finest medical facility 

between Abilene and Santa Fe. 

C - Where did the food come from? 

S - C. W. Post had an experimental garden out here; 

he wanted to see what all he could get to grow. It was 

quite large and the man who ran it used to come around 

with his hack and sell the vegetables. The same with 

meat--we had a real good butcher shop here and we always 

had lots of meat. 

C - What about your help there besides medical? 

S - We always had a problem there in that they 

wouldn't stay around for any length of time. For instance, 

the janitor was scared of blood. They were all of a 

superstitious type; they never would like to clean up 

after the sick people, and they would leave on a moment's 

notice. When that would happen, we would have to do it 

all with the aid of our wives. 

C - How was the building heated? 

S - We had steam heat in the building and the furnace 

was in the basement. The furnace ran on coal and in cold 

weather it took a ton of coal a day. 
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C - Where did the coal come from? 

S - Well, it was shipped in here by freight and was 

supplied by T. L. Jones, who also ran the ice house. 

We had a coal chute there on the north side where it was 

unloaded. 

C - What was the floor covering? 

S - They were all hard wood floors except for a tile 

floor in the operating room and linoleum in the kitchen 

which was sort of new for the time. 

You know, most of the wood for that building was 

shipped in like the windows Mr. Post had shipped in from 

Battle Creek, Michigan, where his headquarters were. 

C - What kind of window treatment did it have? 

S - Let me see. It seems as though there were half-

curtains on the bottom half and then roller blinds from 

the top. 

C - Was it a cool building during the summertime? 

S - Yes, it was never a hot building--always cool; 

especially upstairs there always seemed to be a cool 

breeze when the windows were open. 

C - What about fire equipment? 

S - Each floor had its own fire hose ready; we never 

had a fire, but we were ready. 

C - What about a nurses' station? 

S - We had that upstairs where we kept all of the 

records. You see, we had very few patients downstairs; 
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we always kept them upstairs unless we were really full. 

We kept almost everything upstairs except the X-ray. 

The food was transported upstairs by means of a dumbwaiter 

located in the kitchen and the nurses' station above. 

We developed our own X-rays then also, and it took 

hours--not like now. It's a wonder we came out of using 

that equipment still healthy; we didn't know a whole lot 

about it at that time. As far as safety precautions, I 

guess we were lucky. 

One thing which we had there that some other places 

do not have is that we always had wild game birds and 

stuff on the menu there at the hospital, for the other 

doctors and myself loved to hunt. 

Another thing, upstairs where we had the lab, we 

lined the walls with specimens: specimens of gall blad

ders, appendix and the sort. You know, anytime anybody 

came up there they always wanted to see those specimens. 

C - Was it hard to get people to come to the hos

pital? 

S - Oh my, yes. Especially mothers who were about to 

have their babies. They just wouldn't come to the hospi

tal, so we really worked hard to dispel old wives' tales 

about that which had followed people over here from 

Europe. For over there, they had a very high mortality 

rate among newborns and most people thought it would be 

the same here. 
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After we got them finally coming to the hospital, 

we got them spoiled then and they were much more ready to 

come for everything then. It took a long time, though, 

to dispel those old wives' tales. 

C - Who paid the bills? Did you have an administra

tor? 

S - We had a bookkeeper. 

C - Was it expensive to run the hospital? 

S - Yes, it was. The laundry bill was especially. 

In fact, we always were having some money problems same 

as nowadays. 

C - How much did it cost to stay in the hospital? 

S - It cost them $5 a day, but it took more than 

that even then and most of the time they wouldn't even 

pay the $5. 

One of our biggest expenses was keeping up the 

plumbing. You know, every room had a private bath and 

something was always going wrong with that. 

C - The hospital was closed during World War I. 

What was it used for after that? 

S - Glad you asked that. Well, several doctors 

tried to make it work, but they all had to give it up. 

It just wasn't practical. After that, it was closed for 

several years then sold to Marshal Mason whose father ran 

it as a boarding house. It was used for that purpose 
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up until the early '60's, then was closed again. Then, 

in 1966, it was deeded to the county and that was when we 

got the memorial marker for the building from the state. 

It was recorded as a Texas historical building in 

1964. 




